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SCENE ONE
SCENE: The stop is basically bare acept for a few Ire
and foliage and a lamppost at R. Several different /eve~
may be used for the play's various locales. A backdropor a cut-out silhouette- at the rear suggests distant
castles. The simple set changes will be done by three (or
more) W~~D NYMPHS during the course of the play.
No curtaln is necessa,y between scenes. Simple lighting
changes may be used to define the various locales as
each is used.

A cold wind blows as snowflakes fall A WHITE STAG
enters quickly, pauses, sniffs the air, then exits hurriedly.
A moment later, a UNICORN enters breathlessly. He
searches in vain for the WHITE STAG, then gives up.

UNICORN. I'll never catch him. Never.
(MR. AND MRS. BEAVER enter exhaustedly.)

MRS. BEAVER. Hello, Mr. Unicorn.
UNICORN. Oh, good morning, Mrs. Beaver ... Mr.
Beaver.
MR. BEAVER. What's so good about it?
.
MRS. BEAVER (to UNICORN). What are you domg out
so early?
.
B I
UNICORN. I was trying to catch the White Stag. ut .
missed him again
.
.
MRS. BEAVER. Well, don't give up. ~e White Stag will
bring you good fortune if you catch him.
UNICORN. I know.
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MR. BEAVER. It

will take more than good fortune to

help any of us.
MRS. BBAVER. Poor dear. He's in a bad mood. His
dam broke last night.
MR. BEAVER. It's more than that. It's this blasted cold
weather. ru never get used to it.
UNICORN. But it's always cold weather in Narnia, Mr.
Beaver. There's nothing to be done about it.
(A CENTAUR enters.)

CENTAUR. Maybe there is something to be done about
it
MRS. BEAVER. And what's that, Mr. Centaur?
CENTAUR. We can hope and pray that our King will

soon return.

MRS. BEAVER. We keep hoping and praying, but he
has not been seen for years. Not in my time- or even
in my father's time.
CENTAUR. Then we must all have more faith.
MRS. BEAVER. I think Mr. Centaur is right
UNICORN. I think so, too.
MR. BEAVER. I think-we should break up this meeting
in a hurry.
CENTAUR. Why is that, Mr. Beaver?
MR. BEAVER. Shh. Listen. (Off, voices are heard.)
VOIC E OF FENRIS UlF (off). Come on, you! No more
sta]Ung,

UNICORN. It sounds like Fenris Ulf.
CENTAUR. Not that scoundrel.
VOICE OFTU MNU S (off). I'm terribly sorry, sir.
UNICORN. And Tumnus, the Faun.
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MRS. BEAVER. Poor Tumnus. How did he eve
bilmelf mixed up in that bad business.

And
MR. BBAVER. Whatever the reason, he's in a meu.U1f
.

we will be, too, if we're seen by that rascal Fenris
.
UNICORN. Mr. Beaver is right Goodbye, evetybody
y diligently
CENTAUR. Goodbye. And don't forget to pra
for the return of the King.
F, a
(ALL agree and exit quickly just as FENRIS UL
, a /mm,
wolf in military attire, enters holding TUMNUS
piciously.)
by the scruff of the neck. ULF looks about sus
tluny of acULF. Who was just here? What was that
tivity?
sir.
1UMNUS (fearfully). Probably-just a blizzard,

iftly on the
ULF. Probably the enemy. But they scatter sw
Secret
arrival of Femis Ulf, Captain of the Queen's
post
Police. Now, why were you late coming to y~ur
again this morning?
here, sir.
1UMNUS. But I really don't think rm needed
way beA child of Adam and Eve has never come this
fore.
r job to
ULF. But one will come someday, and it's you
may come
trap him. In fact, a child of Adam and Eve
ell of a
along even today. (He sniffs.) There is the sm
and you
human in the air. And remember, if he comes
l do to
let him escape, you know what the Queen wil
you.

11JMNUS. Tum me into a stone statue?
the other
ULF. At the very least Now, I must check on
sentinels. Maintain your post, knave.
F ails.)
11JMNUS. Yes, sir. Whatever you say, sir. (UL
father
Oh, how did I ever aet myself in this fix? My
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EDMUND- And this time we'll get some coats out of the
. '
wardrobe. It's cold here.
.
LUCY. As I told you, it's all the witc? s fault.
EDMUND· Oh, go on, Lucy. There s no such tb•ng as

8

witch in Narnia.
(11,ey exit. A moment later, MR. and MRS. BF-4YER
enter.)

MR. BEAVER. The broken dam will just have to wait.
MRS. BEAVER. Yes. This other business is much more
important. (Looking offstage.) Look, there's the Unicorn. We will tell him.
MR. BEAVER. Mr. Unicorn. Over here if you will

(UNICORN enters.)
UNICORN. Oh, good. It's you. I was afraid it wu that
awful Fenris Ulf.
MR. BEAVER. He left some time ago.
MRS. BEAVER. Dragging the unfortunate Mr. Tumnus
with him.

UNICORN. How do you know?
MR. BEAVER. They passed right by us. We hid behind

the darn

MRS. BEAVER. Fenris Ulf didn't see us, but Mr. Tumnus did. And he dropped this so we would find it. (She
holds up Lucys handkerchief.)
UNICORN. What is it?
MR. BEAVER (taking the handkerchief from MRS. BEAVER). We're not sure,

but we believe it belongs to a

human
MRS. BEAVER. It has the smell of a Daughter of Eve.
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UNICORN. You tb•nk that a human
MR- BEAVER. yea, and that Turnnbaa been here?
why he was in such trouble with F:.let her go. 'Ibat•1
lJJf.
UNICORN. So where is this hwn
an JlOw-if there was
one?
.
MRS. BEAVER. Who knows?
UNICORN. If she's smart, she left N .
bad the chance. Never to return. anua the minute she
MR. BEAVER. Or to return with others.
UNICORN. Others? You mean humans?
MRS. BEAVER. Perhaps. Remember the p h
UNICORN (thinking out loud). Two Sons ~ - a n d
two Daughters of Eve. Is it possible?
MR. BEAVER. Who knows? We'll just have to wait and
see.
(CENTAUR enters.)

CENTAUR. Listen! I just heard the most wonderful
news. They say He has arrived in these parts.
MRS. BEAVER. Our King?
CENTAUR. Yes. And that He is on the move. They say
he will likely appear at the Stone Table any time now.
UNICORN. This is wonderful news.
MRS. BEAVER. Mr. Centaur, we are expecting the arrival of children-human children. 'Ibey could be here
at any minute. If they reach Him, the prophesy will be
firs?
fulfilled.
CENTAUR. But what if the witch gets to them t. th
0
MRS. BEAVER We must protect the children bmle e
.
until. they reach the Stone. ch,a ·
moment they amve
UNICORN. And keep them bidden from tbe wit •
MR. BEAVER Exactly.

!
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bich of us can help them? They Dligbt
CBN'fAUlt But w
be afraid of JDe. "gbt not trUSt me. Unicorns are only
CORN 'Ibey mt
UNI
·. in their world.
make-believe
d Mrs Beaver will you help themUR Mr an
•
'

from
danger?
Protect them
VBR But- but - (The voices of LUCY, EDMR. BEA TER and SUSAN are heard off.)

CEN'fA .

MUND, PE

•
Come on. I still don't believe
VOICES (off). It's this wah,.ere Look for the lamppost.
you. It's here somew
.
(Etc

.)
. Will you pie ~ take care of
CENTAU
R. They're commg.
them?
MR BEAVER. Bu t-b ut-

MRS. BEAVER. Of course. I'll prepare some food for

dinner. (She exits.)
UNICORN. Mr. Centaur, let us go and see if the goo
d
news you have heard is true.
CENTAUR. Yes, let us go immediately. (He and
the

CJNICORN mt. )
MR. BEAVER (to him.self). Bu t-b ut- wh at if
the children are afraid of me, too -or don't trust me ? I'd bet
ter hide until I can get my wits together. (He exits.)
VOICES OF nm CHil.DREN (off). Just a little furt
her.
That's it Axe you sure it's this way? Yes, I see the
lamppost Follow me. (Etc.)
(LUCY and EDMUND enter, followed by PET ER and
SUSAN. All are wearing overcoats too large for them
.)
LUCY (triumphantly). Now are you convinced, Peter?
PETER. Yes. I apologize, Lu, for not believing you.
SUSAN. It's so ... differenL And it's also very cold.

